
SYMPOSIUM
SHAPE 2023

Struggling with those inflamed & overweight patients/clients? 

Looking for a “Game Changer” to boost your practice 
and increase your income?

Come celebrate SHAPE’s 13 years of tremendous success and 
learn how you can quickly turn around health and weight 

challenges like never before!!!

We Can’t Measure What We Prevent! 
Homecoming: Back to the Basics

Thursday: Early registration - 4 pm
Thursday: 6:30 pm- 8:30 pm - Family Reunion                     
Friday: Registration 7 am | 8 am - 5 pm                                                        
Saturday: 8 am - 5 pm

THURSDAY, MARCH 30 -  
SATURDAY, APRIL 1

Crown Plaza, Clayton, MO

R E G I S T R A T I O N  N O W  O P E N

• Physica Energetics

• Celtic Sea Salt

• Designs for Health

• Ortho Molecular

• Kaerwell

• LipoMelt

• InBody

• LemonAid

• Why the Face

• And more...

Exhibitors

Great Networking  
Opportunities

Clinical Nuggets  
& Insights

ReClaimed

Join us for engaging speakers  
and fantastic giveaways! 
Register Today! 636-484-8444

www.shapereclaimed.com



Homecoming: Back to the Basics

Dr. Todd Frisch, Founder and Developer 
of SHAPE ReClaimed and Co-author of 
WTF? Why the Face: A Practical Guide to 
Understanding Health & Personality Through 
Facial Diagnosis. As a chiropractor for 37+ 

years, Dr. Todd Frisch specialized in restorative medicine, 
nutrition, homeopathy, kinesiology, acupuncture, iridology, 
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and facial diagnosis. 
Since retiring from private practice in 2017, he continues 
his mission to Transform Healthcare: One Patient at a Time 
by teaching like-minded practitioners how to gather the 
diagnostic puzzle pieces that make up the unique health 
picture of each individual and find that missing piece to 
heal patients from the inside out.

Dr. Beth Bartlett From an early age, Dr. 
Beth knew she wanted to be a doctor. After 
8 years of chiropractic, and as a lifelong 
learner, Dr. Beth completed her functional 
medicine certification through the Institute for 

Functional Medicine in April 2019, with the best Functional 
Medicine education available. IFM Certified Practitioners 
are recognized as the most thoroughly trained and tested 
Functional Medicine clinicians in their fields. Practicing for 
22 years, and a SHAPE practitioner since 2013, Dr. Beth 
believes each patient has a story to tell and so does their 
body. She loves figuring out what is blocking her patients 
from living their best, healthiest life and leans on SHAPE to 
address and turn around these roadblocks. 

Dr. Heather Elton Practicing chiropractic 
and acupuncture since 1999,  she received 
her Board-Certified Diplomate in Clinical 
Nutrition in January of 2012 and is currently 
working toward her second board 

certification through the Institute of Functional Medicine. 
Dr. Heather started using SHAPE in 2013. Her passion 
is working with patients who suffer from autoimmune 

We Can’t Measure What We Prevent!

Register Today!  
www.shapereclaimed.com/dashboard
Practitioners: $450; Support Staff: $300 (if accompanying practitioner)

Interested in learning more about becoming a SHAPE  
practitioner? We would love to connect. Call 636-484-8444

disorders, gastrointestinal disorders, obesity, hormonal 
disorders, chronic fatigue, infertility, fibromyalgia and more 
and believes SHAPE is extremely instrumental in helping them 
overcome these health challenges. 

Dr. Colton Kaminski When Dr. Colton 
started college he had the intent to become a 
nurse anesthetist, but during that time he had a 
paradigm shift in his concept of what it takes to 
be in good health. He realized that he didn’t just 

want to take care of sick people that were in a health crisis, 
but he wanted to learn how to get people well and keep them 
well. Suddenly, the idea resonated with him to not just treat 
the symptoms, but to address the underlying cause as well. 
A SHAPE practitioner since 2014, Dr. Colton’s philosophy 
is, “CREATING GOOD HEALTH IS MORE THAN SPINAL 
ADJUSTMENTS…IT’S ABOUT TREATING THE WHOLE 
PERSON” and SHAPE is all about treating the whole person. 

Dr. Robert Cass Physica Energetics Founder/
Master Formulator/Alchemist, Manufacturer 
of SHAPE ReClaimed Drops and MOOD 
Balance. Dr. Cass’s thirst for knowledge is 
simply unquenchable. He has gained a wealth 

of information and has integrated spirit and acumen from 
countless and brilliant North, South and Central American, 
European, Chinese, Tibetan, Ayurvetic science based and 
non-convential medical practitioners and respectfully melded 
all he learned into his Physica Energetics’ remedy line. Learning 
from these healing masters over the ages, he processed 
what he learned through his analytical brain and thankfully 
is passionate to share this data with all who will listen. He 
teaches One Central Principle: The human body emerging 
through heart and mind was designed to be an integral 
revelation of the Vital Force at this level of design and creation. 
As such, its capacity to heal and be healed is clearly a matter 
of restorative re-alignment with the central core of its Source. 
He is a master formulator, gifted lecturer and a true sage!

 SPEAKERS

When Dr. Todd Frisch set out to create a product that would help his wife shed that stubborn 
menopausal weight gain, little did he know he would witness miracles happening right before his eyes. 
Patient after patient began healing from the inside out like never before. Blood sugar, blood pressure 
and lipid numbers were plummeting. Digestive difficulties were improving. Fatigue, as well as aches and 
pains were disappearing. Auto-immune challenges and mental clarity were showing improvement, as 
well as a long list of random health complaints. With his 42 years of clinical experience, Dr. Todd and 
colleagues will share their knowledge and expertise with passion and determination that you will leave 
this event fired up and ready to grow your practice. Each will share how SHAPE is the starting point in 
helping their patients heal from the inside-out. Make this weekend a turning point in your career and 
change your patients/clients health forever!    


